Orbitsoft Solution
      Address and phone number:
        30 N Gould St Ste 58295829Sheridan, Wyoming, USA

      

      Working time: 
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        OrbitSoft - Business software solutionsOrbitSoft works with clients across a wide range of industries, from start-ups at the hypothesis stage to mid-sized and large businesses focused on scaling. We are experts in developing customized advertising solutions.

        
          
            We Design, Build and Deliver
Custom Software Applications

             
              As a trusted service provider, Orbitsoft has been chosen by over 200 companies to expand their engineering capabilities and implement best practices in developing web & mobile applications. Our core offerings include software development, team extension, and end-to-end development solutions.

            

             TEAM EXTENSIONEND-TO-END DEVELOPMENT

            
              
              

            
          

        

        
          
            WHO WE ARE

            
              
                
                  20 years

                  In the software development market

                

                
                  100+

                  Top-notch IT experts

                

                
                  250+

                  Successful projects in custom software development

                

                
                  15+

                  Different countries

                

              

              As seasoned software developers, we leverage our expertise and insights gained from decades of experience to implement the most effective solutions for businesses, ensuring optimal problem-solving outcomes. We specialize in custom software development services, offering full-cycle software development solutions tailored to meet the unique needs of each client.

            

          

        
        
          
            
              
                Speech by Jacob Lourie

                
                  
                    
                    

                  
                  Iakov Lurye

                  СЕО OrbitSoft

                  Talk to an expert
                

              

              As a dedicated software services company, we engage in testing ideas daily, both internally and those proposed by clients. Through our consulting services, we've observed that only a fraction, typically less than ten percent, of these ideas materialize into viable solutions, which is a natural part of the process. 

Generating numerous ideas is beneficial as they serve as hypotheses that require validation. Those that prove unsuccessful are swiftly discarded, allowing us to focus on the next potential solution. Conversely, successful ideas warrant further development into software applications.

Many businesses become entrenched in their ideas, making it challenging to let go. They may persist in tinkering with them or prematurely launch them in hopes of eventual success. Hence, we advocate for partnering with OrbitSoft as a service provider to assist in hypothesis testing.

By entrusting the task to an external partner, businesses can objectively and systematically assess each idea, eliminating non-viable options one by one.
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Trading bot 
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VPN app





                  
                    
                    

                  

                  
                    
                    

                  

















































Ad Management System





                  
                    
                    

                  






































Shopify online store





                  
                    
                      
                      

                    
                  

                  
                    
                      
                      

                    
                  

                  
                    
                      
                      

                    
                  





                  
                    
                      
                      

                    
                  

                  
                    
                      
                      

                    
                  





Point-of-Sales system for retail flower industry





                   
                    
                      
                      

                    
                  

                   
                    
                      
                      

                    
                  


                  
                    
                    

                  










                  
                    
                      
                      

                    
                  

                  
                    
                      
                      

                    
                  

                  
                    
                      
                      

                    
                  

                  
                    
                      
                      

                    
                  





VR videos app






                  
                    
                      
                      

                    
                  




                  
                    
                    

                  


                  
                    
                    

                  


                  
                    
                    

                  


                  
                    
                    

                  






AI-service video 





                  
                    
                      
                      

                    
                  



















                  
                    
                      
                      

                    
                  

                  
                    
                      
                      

                    
                  


                  
                    
                      
                      

                    
                  

                  
                    
                      
                      

                    
                  





App with TikTok-style mechanics





                  
                    
                      
                      

                    
                  






































































































































































































































































































                  
                    
                      
                      

                    
                  

                  
                    
                      
                      

                    
                  

                  
                    
                      
                      

                    
                  

                  
                    
                      
                      

                    
                  

                  
                    
                      
                      

                    
                  

                  
                    
                      
                      

                    
                  

                  
                    
                      
                      

                    
                  

                  
                    
                      
                      

                    
                  








































                  
                    
                    

                  






Podcasts monetization ad system




                

              

              
                
                  
                
              
All custom software solutions
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            Software Development Services

            
              
                
                  
                    
                  
                
                
                  
                    
                      
                        IT Outsourcing and Outstaffing

                        More
                          
                            
                          
                        

                        We build software of any complexity on a turnkey basis. We allocate a software development team.
                          
                            
                              
                            
                          
                        

                      

                    

                    
                      
                        Custom Design

                        More
                          
                            
                          
                        

                        Our software development firm helps businesses and clients build and implement IT solutions.

                        
                          
                            
                          
                        
                      

                    

                    
                      
                        Mobile and web development

                        More
                          
                            
                          
                        

                        We create and implement custom software solutions, such as mobile apps, online services, and software products.

                        
                          
                            
                          
                        
                      

                    

                    
                      
                        AI, big data and machine learning

                        More
                          
                            
                          
                        

                        Development and implementation of projects using cloud storage systems, big data, machine learning, and artificial intelligence systems

                        
                          
                            
                          
                        
                      

                    

                    
                      
                        Advertising management systems

                        More
                          
                            
                          
                        

                        Implementation and refinement of ready-made products for your advertising networks: ad server, dsp, ssp, and cpa

                        
                          
                            
                          
                        
                      

                    

                  

                

                
                  
                    
                  
                
              

            

          

        
        
          

        

        
          
            Strong Software Engineering Team

            
              
                
                  
                    
                  
                
                
                  
                    
                      
                        
                          
                            
                              
                            
                          

                          
                            
                              
                            
                          

                        
                        Developers for Different Platforms
                          Learn more
                            
                              
                            
                          

                        

                        	Mobile
 Android / iOS
	Desktop
Windows / Linux / Mac


                      

                    

                    
                      
                        
                          
                            
                              
                            
                          

                          
                            
                              
                            
                          

                        
                        Software testing experts:
                          Learn more
                            
                              
                            
                          

                        

                        	Specialists for testing:
Functional testing
Stress testing
Automated


                      

                    

                    
                      
                        
                          
                            
                              
                            
                          

                          
                            
                              
                            
                          

                        
                        Maintenance and Administration
                          Learn more
                            
                              
                            
                          

                        

                        	DevOps
	System Administrator
	Site Reliability
	SRE


                      

                    

                    
                      
                        
                          
                            
                              
                            
                          

                          
                            
                              
                            
                          

                        
                        Visualization and Design
                          Learn more
                            
                              
                            
                          

                        

                        	UX\UI designer
	Web Designer


                      

                    

                    
                      
                        
                          
                            
                              
                            
                          

                          
                            
                              
                            
                          

                        
                        Engineers and Analysts
                          Learn more
                            
                              
                            
                          

                        

                        	Database
	Data scientists
	Data Analyst


                      

                    

                    
                      
                        
                          
                            
                              
                            
                          

                          
                            
                              
                            
                          

                        
                        Platform Developers
                          Learn more
                            
                              
                            
                          

                        

                        	Back-end
	Front-end
	Full-stack


                      

                    

                  

                

                
                  
                    
                  
                
              

            

          

        
        
          
            Flexible approach to work

            
              
                
                  

                  
                    
                  Work format
                

                
                  
                    Outsourcing

                    	We offer a pre-assembled team tailored to your software project needs.
	For instance, if you require a website, we supply a team comprising designers, layout designers, frontend, and backend developers to bring your vision to life.
	Our services are ideal for custom software development projects, especially those involving complex systems with unique requirements.


                  

                  
                    Outstaffing

                    	We offer software developers to bolster your IT team in specific areas.
	For example, if you're enhancing an analytics system, we provide software developers to overhaul its interface.
	Our services are particularly beneficial if you lack the time to recruit and onboard required personnel but require consistent IT support.


                  

                

              

              
                
                  

                  
                    
                  Pay Model
                

                
                  
                    Fixed Price

                    	We agree on the price and project scope, ensuring everything is well-documented.
	This approach is advantageous when procuring a pre-built solution or engaging in software development with well-defined requirements and functionalities.
	For instance, this process is ideal for projects like WordPress website development, where software design and development aspects are crucially outlined and implemented.


                  

                  
                    Time & Material

                    	Our payment structure is based solely on the hours worked, ensuring fairness and transparency.
	This model is particularly well-suited for software development projects, especially those involving complex systems with unique requirements.
	It allows for flexibility throughout the development lifecycle while ensuring efficient resource allocation.


                  

                

              

            

          

        
        
          
            Reasonable budget

            
              
                
              
            
          

          
            
              
                
              
              We've successfully delivered over 250 projects, showcasing our expertise in software development. With a wealth of experience and a robust knowledge base, particularly in enterprise software solutions, we bring unparalleled value to our clients.

            

            
              
                
              
              Leveraging our proprietary microservices, frameworks, and comprehensive software products, we streamline the software development process, saving clients from starting projects from scratch.

            

            
              
                
              
              Having learned from past mistakes, we possess deep insights into what works and what doesn't, sparing clients unnecessary expenses on research and hypothesis testing.

            

          

        

        
          
            Save time

            
              
                
              
            
          

          
            
              
                
              
              OrbitSoft boasts a team of over 100 first-class specialists, ready to tackle any project.

            

            
              
                
              
              With our agile software development approach, we eliminate the time-consuming process of assembling teams.

            

            
              
                
              
              Whether it's mobile app development using Kotlin/Java, Swift, or QT, e-commerce solutions on platforms like Shopify or WordPress, or complex systems like accounting software built on Angular, React, or Vue, our experts dive into software development immediately. We prioritize efficiency, ensuring swift project completion without compromising quality."

            

          

        

        
          
            Accessible technologies

            
              
                
              
            
          

          
            
              
                
              
              
                Every day overthe last 20 years we have hypothesized, coded, tested,
                made mistakes, analyzed, and tried again, becoming better and more
                experienced.
              

            

            
              
                
              
              
                We have worked with all known technologies, programming languages, their
                libraries and frameworks. We know how and in what combinations they work
                best, for what tasks they are suitable, and how much of a financial
                investment and time are required for development.
              

            

          

        

        
          
            A Reliable Partner

            
              
                
              
            
          

          
            
              
                
              
              We take pride in our reputation as a trustworthy partner for our clients, with many enjoying successful collaborations spanning over 20 years.

            

            
              
                
              
              As a responsible software development firm, we prioritize delivering exceptional service.

            

            
              
                
              
              This includes offering technical support, maintenance, and ongoing development for our clients' projects, ensuring their continued success.

            

          

        

        
          
            Benefit

            
              
                
                  
                    
                      
                        
                          
                        
                      
Reasonable 
budget
                    

                    More
                      
                        
                      
                    

                  

                

                
                  
                    
                      
                        
                          
                        
                      
Save 
time
                    

                    More
                      
                        
                      
                    

                  

                

                
                  
                    
                      
                        
                          
                        
                      
Accessible 
technologies
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A Reliable
Partner
                    

                    More
                      
                        
                      
                    

                  

                

              
Get customer feedback
            

          

        
        
          
            Free evaluation of your project

            
              
                
                  
                    Step 1 of 4 

                  

                  Choose the format of work

                  
                    
                      Custom software development project

                      Hire software developers to join your team

                    

                    
                      
                        We provide a ready-made team
                        for your project. For example,
                        if you need a website, we allocate a team
                        of a designer, layout designer,
                        and front-end and back-end developers to create it.
                      

                      We provide specialists to strengthen your IT team in certain areas. For example, if you have an analytics system, we allocate front-end developers to refine its interface.

                    

                  

                  Go
                    
                      
                    
                  
                

                
                  
                    

                    Step 2 of 4

                  

                  Choose the format of work

                  
                    Mobile application development

                    Online store development

                    Artificial intelligence

                    WEB-development

                    UI/UX-Design

                    Software development

                    Blockchain technologies

                    Big Data and analytics

                    Other

                  

                  Go
                    
                      
                    
                  
                

                
                  
                    

                    Step 3 of 4 

                  

                  Select implementation speed

                  
                    
                      Implementation period

                      
                        
                          < 3 months

                        

                        
                          3–6 months

                        

                        
                          > 6 months

                        

                      

                    

                    
                      Describe your project (optional)

                      
                    

                  

                  Find out the cost
                    
                      
                    
                  
                  
                    
                      
                        
                          
                        
                      

                      
                        
                          
                        
                        
                          Your personal quote is ready!

                          
                            Fill in the field

                            
                            
                            
                            
                            
                            
                            
                            
                            
                            
                            
                            
                            
                            
                          

                          Choose a convenient way to receive it:

                          
                            WhatsApp
                              
                            
                            SMS
                              
                            
                          

                          Get a quote
                            
                              
                            
                          
                        

                      

                      By clicking the button, I accept the terms of the policy and user agreement

                    

                  

                

                
                  
                    

                    Step 2 of 4

                  

                  Developers to your team

                  
                    Developer

                    QA specialist

                    DevOps

                    UI/UX designer

                  

                  Go
                    
                      
                    
                  
                

                
                  
                    

                    Step 3 of 4

                  

                  Select project options

                  
                    
                      
                        
                          Language

                        

                        

                        
                          C#

                          JAVASCRIPT

                          TYPESCRIPT

                          JAVA

                          PHP

                          GO LANG

                          С / С++

                          Other

                        

                      

                      
                        
                          Platforms

                        

                        

                        
                          SPRING

                          LARAVEL

                          DOCTRINE

                          JQUERY

                          VUE.JS

                          REACT.JS

                          ANGULAR

                          HADOOP

                          PIG

                          CODELGNITER

                          SYMFONY

                          QT

                          YII2

                          Other

                        

                      

                      
                        
                          Data bases

                        

                        

                        
                          MEMCACHED

                          SQLITE

                          SCYLLA

                          MSSQL SERVER

                          CASSANDRA

                          HIVE

                          IMPALA

                          RABBITMQ

                          COUCHDB

                          CLICKHOUSE

                          ELASTICSEARCH

                          REDIS

                          AEROSPIKE

                          Other

                        

                      

                      
                        
                          Technology

                        

                        
                          SELENIUM

                          CODECEPTION

                          BAMBOO

                        

                      

                      
                        
                          Technology

                        

                        
                          ANSIBLE

                          PUPPET

                          DOCKER

                          VAGRANT

                          KVM

                          VMWARE

                          XEN

                          SWARM

                          CONSUL

                          VAULT

                        

                      

                      
                        
                          Programs

                        

                        
                          FIGMA

                          ADOBE CC

                          MIRO

                          SKETCH

                          INVISION

                        

                      

                    

                    
                      
                        Number of specialists

                        
                          
                            1-2

                          

                          
                            3–4

                          

                          
                            5+

                          

                        

                      

                      
                        Specialist level

                        
                          
                            Junior
(1+ year)

                          

                          
                            Middle
(4+ year)

                          

                          
                            Senior
(10+ year)

                          

                        

                      

                    

                    
                      
                        Employment per week

                        
                          < 30 hours / week

                          > 30 hours / week

                          Don’t know

                        

                      

                    

                  

                  Approximate cost of the project
                    
                      
                    
                  
                  
                    
                      
                        
                          
                        
                      

                      
                        
                          
                        
                        
                          Your personal quote is ready!

                          
                            Fill in the field

                            
                            
                            
                            
                            
                            
                            
                            
                            
                            
                            
                            
                            
                            
                            
                            
                          

                          Choose a convenient way to receive it: 

                          
                            WhatsApp
                              
                            
                            SMS
                              
                            
                          

                          Get a quote
                            
                              
                            
                          
                        

                      

                      By clicking on the button, I accept the terms of the privacy policy

                    

                  

                

                
                  
                    
                  
                  Thank you for your request! We will call you back within 15 minutes.

                  Discuss another project
                

              

              
                
                  

                  
                    Alexander

                    Project manager 

                  

                

                
                  Today

                  
                    
                      Alexander prints the message...

                    

                  

                

                
                  Discuss in the chat room:

                  

                

              

            

            
              Why is it important?

              
                
                  

                  How to get a free consultation?

                  Just answer the questions above and leave your contact details.

                

                
                  

                  What happens after submitting the form?

                  We'll get in touch with you as soon as we can. During the call, please ensure you're ready to offer more precise details about the particular issue you wish to address in your software development. This will enable us to respond to your inquiries with the utmost accuracy.

                

                
                  

                  What will I get from a free consultation?

                  We'll assist you in determining the key aspects of your request to identify experts capable of addressing your tasks in software development.

                

                
                  

                  How long does the free consultation last?

                  A free consultation lasts from 10 to 30 minutes, depending on the complexity of the software application or enterprise software you are looking to build.

                

                
                  

                  What do I need to know before contacting you?

                  Understanding your goals is paramount when considering software development services. Whether it's for streamlining processes or enhancing user experience, defining your objectives is key. Engaging in agile software development ensures flexibility and responsiveness to evolving needs throughout the development journey. If you're new to app development, our team of IT experts is here to guide you. From conceptualization to implementation, we have the experience and expertise to assist you every step of the way.

                

                
                  

                  I want to be involved in the software development process, do you have a problem with that?

                  Absolutely not! Ensuring your satisfaction with the end product is our priority. We advocate for active involvement from the planning phase through each iteration, fostering collaboration and continuous improvement. Embracing agile software development methodologies, we prioritize client engagement and open communication, valuing your feedback at every stage of the process.

Finished product and development change to Custom Software Solutions built by OrbitSoft

                

              

            

          

        
        
          
            Technology

            
              
                
                  
                    
                  
                
                
                  
                    
                      
                        
                      
                      Languages

                      	Java
	PHP
	С / С++
	Go Lang
	JavaScript
	C#
	TypeScript
	Python
	Swift
	Kotlin


                    

                    
                      
                        
                      
                      Platforms

                      	CodIgniter
	Symfony
	Spring
	Laravel
	Doctrine
	NODE.JS
	Jquery
	VUE.JS
	REACT.JS
	Angular
	Hadoop
	Pig
	QT
	YII2


                    

                    
                      
                        
                      
                      Web Technologies

                      	BEM
	Bootstrap
	Webpack
	Hugo
	Grunt
	Gulp
	Microformats
	Jekyll
	SCSS
	Sass
	Less
	HTML5
	SVG
	CSS


                    

                    
                      
                        
                      
                      Databases

                      	MYSQL
	PostgreeSQL
	MSSQL Server
	Cassandra
	Couchdb
	Clickhouse
	Elasticsearch
	Redis
	Memcached
	Sqlite
	Scylla
	Hive
	Impala
	RabbitMQ
	Aerospike
	Mongodb
	Couchbase Server
	Tarantool


                    

                    
                      
                        
                      
                      DevOps

                      	Ansible
	Puppet
	Docker
	Xen
	Swarm
	Consul
	Vagrant
	KVM
	VMware
	Vault


                    

                    
                      
                        
                      
                      Testing

                      	Selenium
	Codeception
	Bamboo


                    

                  

                

                
                  
                    
                  
                
              

            

          

        
        
          
            Finished products and development

            
              
                
                  
                    
                  
                
                
                  
                    
                      
                        
                      
                      Systems and platforms

                      	CRM
	Sales accounting systems
	Big data processing solutions
	Tool for advertising management and traffic purchases


                    

                    
                      
                        
                      
                      Consulting

                      	Audit of functioning software solutions
	
                          Selection, development, and implementation of technical
                          solutions for specific business tasks
                        


                    

                    
                      
                        
                      
                      Software products

                      	Mobile applications
	Internet stores
	Video platforms
	Web services


                    

                    
                      
                        
                      
                      Development and Support

                      	New Product Support
	Support for customer platforms


                    

                  

                

                
                  
                    
                  
                
              

            

          

        
        
          
            Our blog

            
              
                  
                    
                    

                  
                  
                    ChatGPT for smart contract development

                    4 ways for web3 developers to use a large language model

                  

                  August 14

              
                  
                    
                    

                  
                  
                    How we select developers for client projects

                    We use our POSiFLORA project as an example

                  

                  February 7

              
                  
                    
                    

                  
                  
                    Case: Shopify Development

                    How we remade an online store on Shopify for a German company

                  

                  February 1

            
All publications
          

        
        
          
            Our successes

            
              
                
                  
                    
                  
                
                
                  
                    
                      
                        
                        

                      
                    

                    
                      
                        
                        

                      
                    

                    
                      
                        
                        

                      
                    

                    
                      
                        
                        

                      
                    

                    
                      
                        
                        

                      
                    

                    
                      
                        
                        

                      
                    

                    
                      
                        
                        

                      
                    

                    
                      
                        
                        

                      
                    

                    
                      
                        
                        

                      
                    

                  

                

                
                  
                    
                  
                
              

            

          

        
        
          
            What our clients say

            
              
                
                  
                    
                  
                
                
                  
                    
                      
                        
                          
                          

                        
                        
                          
                          

                        
                        
                          
                          

                        
                        
                          
                          

                        
                        
                          
                          

                        
                      

                      Create a DSP.

                      
                        I had an exceptional experience working with OrbitSoft on the development of our ad management platform. They proved to be the best software product development company we could have chosen.Their expertise in custom software application development was evident throughout the entire development cycle. OrbitSoft's team meticulously crafted the software architecture to meet our specific needs, ensuring scalability and efficiency. 

                      

                      Tom Wotson, the CEO of Top Media Group

                    

                    
                      
                        
                          
                          

                        
                        
                          
                          

                        
                        
                          
                          

                        
                        
                          
                          

                        
                        
                          
                          

                        
                      

                      AdTech Developers Needed!

                      
                        What truly sets OrbitSoft apart is their commitment to excellence and client satisfaction. OrbitSoft's dedication to delivering top software solutions was evident in every aspect of our collaboration. Thanks to OrbitSoft, we now have a cutting-edge Ad Exchange that exceeds our expectations. I highly recommend OrbitSoft to anyone in need of expert software development services.

                      

                      Emily Blunt, the CMO of Digital Marketing Agency

                    

                    
                      
                        
                          
                          

                        
                        
                          
                          

                        
                        
                          
                          

                        
                        
                          
                          

                        
                        
                          
                          

                        
                      

                      Update a Shopify Theme.

                      
                        I recently had the pleasure of working with OrbitSoft on developing my ecommerce store on Shopify, and I couldn't be happier with the results. OrbitSoft's expertise in ecommerce development truly shines through in their exceptional work. From the initial stages of software consulting to the final design and development, OrbitSoft provided top-notch service every step of the way. One of the aspects that impressed me the most was their transparent approach to development costs.

                      

                      John S. Smiley, the head of Kith

                    

                    
                      
                        
                          
                          

                        
                        
                          
                          

                        
                        
                          
                          

                        
                        
                          
                          

                        
                        
                          
                          

                        
                      

                      
                        I appreciated their outsourcing services, which allowed me to focus on other aspects of my business while they handled the technical details of building the ecommerce store. Their team was always willing to go the extra mile to ensure my satisfaction. I highly recommend OrbitSoft to anyone in need of expert ecommerce development services.

                      

                      Kim Roary, the CMO of JoinXperts

                    

                    
                      
                        
                          
                          

                        
                        
                          
                          

                        
                        
                          
                          

                        
                        
                          
                          

                        
                        
                          
                          

                        
                      

                      Build a CRM for our Internal Needs.

                      
                        OrbitSoft truly stands out as one of the leading software development agencies. From the initial consultation to the final implementation, OrbitSoft demonstrated their expertise in full-cycle development. What sets OrbitSoft apart is their commitment to empowering businesses through innovative software solutions.

                      

                      LinkedPipeline Team

                    

                    
                      
                        
                          
                          

                        
                        
                          
                          

                        
                        
                          
                          

                        
                        
                          
                          

                        
                        
                          
                          

                        
                      

                      Enterprise Software Development Task.

                      
                        OrbitSoft's dedication to delivering high-quality business software was evident in every aspect of our collaboration. I highly recommend OrbitSoft to anyone looking to hire a software development company that delivers exceptional results.

                      

                      Christine Walsh

                    

                    
                      
                        
                          
                          

                        
                        
                          
                          

                        
                        
                          
                          

                        
                        
                          
                          

                        
                        
                          
                          

                        
                      

                      Enterprise Software Development Task.

                      
                        OrbitSoft's dedication to delivering high-quality business software was evident in every aspect of our collaboration. I highly recommend OrbitSoft to anyone looking to hire a software development company that delivers exceptional results.

                      

                      Christine Walsh

                    

                  

                

                
                  
                    
                  
                
              
View all reviews
            

          

        
        
          
            
              Get a free quote

              
                Software development is always an individual story, encompassing custom software, website creation, and building an application tailored to a client's specific requirements.

                These projects are part of the software development process, reflecting the diversity and complexity of enterprise software development.

                Leave a request so that we can advise you and determine the cost of software development tailored to your needs.

              

            

            
              
                
                  
                  Your name

                

                
                  
                  Your e-mail

                

                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                I Agree to Privacy Policy
                  
                
                Request a Quote
              

            

            
              
                Chat with us:

                
                      Whatsapp
                      Facebook

              

              Head OfficeSheridan, WY 82801, USA

              Call us now (EST)+1 (813) 955 88 38

              Send an emailcontact@orbitsoft.com

            

          

        
      

      
        
          
            
                OrbitSoft

                © 2001 — 2022
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